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for a long time; and once Hari appeared... Then the
floodgates of my speech were opened/'
And he decided not to wet his feet any more * in the
waters of the world/
VII
His works, expounding the Advaita philosophy are:
Akhegittl, Cittavic&rasamv'dda, Pancikarana, Gurutishyasam-
vllda, Amibhavabindu, Kaivalyagltn and Paramapadapfdpti in
GujaratI; and Pancada'sitfltparya and Brahmalil® in Hindi.
He has also composed about seven hundred chappas, or
epigrammatic stanzas, on different aspects of life, and about
sixty padas. Akha's place in literature depends upon his
chhapas and padas in which, following a line of early
writers like Mandana, he expressed the dominant note of
the age in biting verse. In these small poems, he fights
the accepted formulae of life, bitterly, brutally, making all
kinds of ugly comparisons to bring his point home. But
the fight is not for a vigorous and full life, but for an arid
detachment Akha himself did not claim to be a poet but
a jnanl, a student of philosophy. " If Akha were to write
poetry, he would stand disgraced/'
Do not consider a jnani a poet.   How will you be able to describe the rays
of the sun ?l
He was, however, very poorly equipped for literary work.
The words which he used were very often inappropriate.
His knowledge of prosody, grammar and syntax was
meagre. His meaning was often shrouded in obscurity. He
treated Samskrta with lofty contempt.
What Is the use of speaking in Samskrta ? Nothing is lost by speaking in
Prakrta?s
His attitude towards other poets was equally contemp-
tuous.
Poets only make an empty noise to make themselves heard, like the thun-
ders of the sky when the constellation, Rohini, is in the ascendant They
only want to be worshipped; they join couplet to couplet, full of empty words.
One 5s a poet; he composes much and yet does not think of Brahma; he only

